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Course Description:

The course is designed to discuss issues surrounding Armenians’ current religious identities in light of the political and cultural transformations of the last decades. The Armenian case is a good illustration of how religious identities are closely intertwined with other types of identities (national, ethnic, social, and cultural), how religion can influence the ways and processes of national and cultural development, and how external realities can challenge religious, national, and cultural stereotypes. The course also explores different levels and types of religiosity within the confessions and movements currently existing among Armenians of Armenia and Armenian Diaspora, levels. It also examines the specifics of religious discourse unfolding in Armenia and pan-Armenian cultural space.

The course is intended for students focusing on Armenian Studies, Post-Soviet studies, and Middle Eastern Studies. It is based partly on my own field research, partly on the literature listed below.

Content:

1. Introduction to the course. What is religious identity? Where does it stand with regard to ethnic, national, social, and cultural identities? What does religious identity mean in a secular state, and what cultural and social connotations does it imply? What are mechanisms and boundaries of shaping a religious identity?

2. Soviet heritage. Politics of military atheism, secularization processes and specific relationships of dominant churches with Soviet government under the Soviet rule. What crucial changes and modifications of religious consciousness and identity occurred in the
Soviet period? What was the religious situation just before the collapse of the Soviet Union?

3. From national religion to state religious ideology/institution. The Armenian Apostolic Church (AAC) as a national institution, faith, symbol of Armenianness, reification of Religion. This week will examine facets of religious and secular in perception of the AAC. What do institutional changes the AAC is currently undergoing inflict upon its role, status, content and meaning? Choice between spirituality and ideology as a social, cultural and political process. Strategies of “Reconquista” that is re-establishment of dominance or at least ideological priority of the AAC in the religious and public spheres. Current public discourse on AAC: re-considering its meaning as a key religious ideology and community institution in Armenia. Religiosity and religious involvement patterns within the Armenian Apostolic Christianity.

4. “Other” Armenians. Armenian Catholics and Armenian Evangelical Church. Short introduction to history of the Armenian Catholics and Armenian Protestants. How the ethnic and national identities are refracting through the alternative religious identity: Diaspora and Armenia cases. Secular mechanisms of reconciliation of different religious identities: charity practices and pan-Armenian philanthropic organizations. Shaping and constructing “Armenianness” as the “sacred” which is upon all religious, political, and ideological discrepancies.


7. “Folk faith”: the newest developments of the Armenian vernacular Christianity as models of religious identity and religiosity. Vernacular religious practices as ways of constructing and shaping worlds and identities (recent migrations cases). Local pilgrimages and religious tourism as a way to shape identity. Archaic healing, witchcraft, and divination practices in a system of soviet and post-soviet Armenian vernacular religiosities.

mythology of religion related phenomena. Mythological and religious implications in secular practices meant to search for and re-gain identities (exemplified in touristic trips or “pilgrimages” to the Western Armenia, current territory of Turkey).
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